
 

DSA Justification Document 

Summary 
Scholarcy is a web application that creates interactive summary flashcards from academic 

articles and book chapters It enhances reading, comprehension, and organisation, helping 

students process academic texts in bite-sized chunks. Scholarcy’s AI technology highlights 

important parts of the text to focus on and makes reading, research, and revision more 

manageable. 
 

Scholarcy supports students who have difficulties with: Reading Speed, Skim Reading, 

Comprehension, Research Organisation, Procrastination, Short term Memory Challenges, and 

Revision Strategies. 

Relevant NAR Sections - Justification Examples 
 

B-2-1 Research and reading 

Scholarcy will assist those with difficulties absorbing and processing information from academic 

texts and help students keep up with the volume of reading required for their course. Scholarcy 

provides a clear, consistent format for easy evaluation of texts, empowering the student to have 

more productive reading and research sessions, with more time to focus on relevant content. 
 

Scholarcy helps students read and identify important sections within a research paper or chapter 

with its unique summary flashcard format. It also has a range of features that help the student 

with further research and analysis of academic content. The software will help the student reduce 

stress, anxiety, and fatigue caused by lots of reading and make academic texts more accessible. 
 

B-2-4 Managing time and organising work 

Scholarcy will help with time management and the organisation of research.  Those who find it 

difficult to organise and prioritise work effectively can utilise Scholarcy’s library to keep track of 

their reading. All summary flashcards, along with links to the full text, can be saved and organised 

into folders, ready for essay-writing and revision. 
 

B-2-7 – Examinations and timed assessments 

Students can keep track of their reading and build a personal revision library by importing papers 

and chapters into Scholarcy throughout the semester. Students will quickly build up a searchable 

collection of Summary Flashcards, complete with references, for each topic or subject that they 

can easily categorise and use to refresh their memory when revising. 
 

Scholarcy will help students avoid wasting time by re-reading less relevant papers or chapters 

when revising. By importing articles/chapters from their reading list throughout the semester, they 

can quickly refresh their memory with the Summary Flashcards, and prioritise the texts that are 

most important for revision. All articles are searchable with keywords and easy to access in one 

place. 



 

Challenges 

students face 

Scholarcy Solution 

Skim Reading • Students who have to read long articles about an unfamiliar topic from 

start to finish are disadvantaged. For those that need to be able to skim 

read texts to find the ones most useful for their research, Scholarcy can 

help. 

 

• Scholarcy  will help you identify the key facts and findings from a paper 

or chapter and tackle the paper section by section, rather than trying to 

read it in full right from the start. The Summary Flashcard has a 

consistent format, regardless of the source document, which can help 

you get into a rhythm of skim reading articles for a useful overview. 

One-click summaries of referenced sources mean you can expand your 

research without having to leave the application.  

Reading Speed 
●      Scholarcy will help you quickly identify whether a text is applicable and 

useful to your assignment. 

 

●      It highlights key aspects of the text and clearly shows how the work 

compares to earlier studies, as well as providing links to referenced 

sources, giving the student wider context. 

 

●      Scholarcy breaks down articles into bite-size sections, making dense, 

complex material easier to speed read. 

The student finds reading a challenge. Her reading speed is slower than average. 

Scholarcy will alleviate stress and pressure that the student feels, accelerate her 

reading and improve her comprehension by breaking the material down into 

manageable sections.   

Reading Comprehension ●      Key concepts are defined directly within the Flashcard to aid 

comprehension and help students get to grips with a new subject. 

  

●      Readings becomes more manageable and less overwhelming. 

  

●      Scholarcy breaks down complex academic texts into manageable 

chunks, which aids comprehension. 

  

●      Scholarcy gives students a high-level overview of any article, which can 

help orient them before they tackle the full text. 

  



Research Organisation   

●      Scholarcy keeps all your summary flashcards in one place, ready for an 

upcoming essay, or revision. Flashcards also contain the full text of a 

paper and a link back to the original article. 

  

●      References for every article can be quickly exported from Scholarcy to 

import into Zotero or other referencing tools.  

  

●      Scholarcy takes users straight to the full text of referenced articles, and 

with one click they can view a summary of the referenced article to 

check its relevance. 

●    Backing up arguments with data is something students can find difficult. 

It is key to attaining higher marks in essays and exams. 

The student finds it challenging to back up his arguments with data to attain 

higher marks. He often finds the book he was reading is not to hand anymore, so 

can’t reference the exact research data to back up his arguments. Scholarcy 

stores the articles in one place and users can quickly retrieve study data, results, 

tables and more from the easy-to-navigate flashcard format to back up their 

arguments.  

●      Students can keep up to date with new trends in their subject area with 

RSS feeds. Articles from a journal or a publication are imported 

automatically into an RSS folder within Scholarcy for the user to screen 

and filter. 

Procrastination ●      Finding a way into dense academic articles can be daunting and 

intimidating. Scholarcy provides a simple, clear, and consistent format 

which takes away some of the barriers to getting started and staying 

focused. 

 

●      By using Scholarcy users can be confident that they have a quick, clear 

route into an article. Scholarcy’s AI technology breaks down the text for 

them, and guides reading by signposting key points and important 

sections. 

Short Term Memory 

challenges 

●      For those that read articles only to forget them, Scholarcy’s Summary 

Flashcard acts as a quick, clear refresher of the text. 

  

●      Scholarcy allows users to recall and digest important information.   

 

●     Scholarcy allows a student to check back on articles they’ve read using 

flashcards. Revisiting flashcards will quickly remind them of the gist of 

the full text help cement information in their long-term memory.   

  



Revision Strategies • As students import articles and chapters into Scholarcy over the 

academic year, they will build up a library of course material. When it is 

time to revise, simple flashcard summaries of all their texts will help 

them structure their revision work and feel less overwhelmed.   

 

• Flashcards provide neat searchable information. 

 

• Scholarcy extracts data from tables that users can export and presents 

results, study data and other statistical information in clearly labelled 

sections of the flashcard, making this information quick and easy to 

retrieve. 

 

• The flashcards provide a quick refresher of course material and help 

commit information to long-term memory. 

 

• The flashcards can be read and organised on any device, helping 

students to revise wherever they are.  

Easy Integration Scholarcy slots seamlessly into a student's workflow as a powerful skim reading 

tool that: 

 

• Works with (and enhances) Zotero and other reference managers, for 

easy bibliography creation and annotated references (export to BibTex 

and RIS file formats) 

• Works with Quizlet and Prezi to aid revision notes (export to Word and 

Powerpoint) 

• Links to the full text of Open Access articles 

• Works with Book Chapters 

• Works with copied and pasted text 

• Works with online articles 

• RSS Feeds 

  

Condition How can Scholarcy help 

Specific Learning 

Differences  

(Dyslexia, Dyspraxia) 

• Scholarcy presents dense text in a consistent, bite-sized, easy-to-read 

format 

 

• Scholarcy helps students keep on track by eliminating distractions 

 

• Scholarcy facilitates skim-reading, saving time. 

  

• Scholarcy allows users to keep all their literature organised in one place. 

And it's easy to retrieve and review texts. 

 

• Seamless integration with Zotero for easy referencing 



Autistic Spectrum 

Conditions 

• Scholarcy provides a consistent flashcard format for all texts. ASC 

students often appreciate their reading material in a reliable, 

dependable format. 

 

Unfamiliar formats can be disturbing and cause anxiety. By having all 

articles in a consistent format, ASC students will be comfortable accessing texts 

via Scholarcy. Knowing that literature will always have a similar look and feel, 

provides security. 

 

• Scholarcy provides a consistent format for reading which will help the 

individual feel comfortable and confident when undertaking research. 

 

• Scholarcy presents dense text in a consistent, bite-sized, easy-to-read 

format. 

 

• Scholarcy helps students keep on track by eliminating distractions. 

 

Scholarcy facilitates skim reading saving time. 

Mental Health 
• Familiar format reduces stress and anxiety 

 

• Saves time when skim reading. 

 

• Highlighting and AI technology gives a helping hand when feeling 

pressured and needing to identify key information in complex texts. 

 

• Scholarcy presents dense text in a consistent, bite-sized, easy-to-read 

format. 

 

• Scholarcy helps students keep on track by eliminating distractions. 

 

• Scholarcy facilitates skim reading saving time. 

Physical Conditions 
• By uploading texts into Scholarcy it reduces the need to hold books and 

papers, allowing users to utilise phones, tablets, laptops, or desktops to 

conduct their reading. 

 

• Speeds up the time it takes to review research. 

 

• Reduces anxiety by making long, complex texts easier to get to grips 

with. 

 

• Scholarcy presents dense text in a consistent, bite-sized, easy-to-read 

format. 

 

• Scholarcy helps students keep on track by eliminating distractions. 

 

• Scholarcy facilitates skim reading saving time. 



ADHD 

• Flashcards aid focus. 

 

• Concentrate on important sections of the text with key facts and 

findings highlighted. 

  

• Scholarcy’s organisational features reduce information overload. 

 

• Scholarcy presents dense text in a consistent, bite-sized, easy-to read-

format. 

 

• Scholarcy helps students keep on track by eliminating distractions. 

 

• Scholarcy facilitates skim reading saving time. 

 


